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Dear Mr Landsberg

Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended); Greater London Authority
Acts 1999 and 2007; Town & Country Planning (Mayor of London) Order
2008

Woburn House, 155 Falcon Road, SW11
Local Planning Authority Reference: 2009/1291

I refer to the copy of the above planning application, which was received from you on 6 April 2009.
On 10 June 2009, the Deputy Mayor Policy and Planning, acting under delegated authority,
considered a report on this proposal, reference PDU/2Ö02/0l. A copy of the report is attached, in
fulL. This letter comprises the statement that the Mayor is required to provide under Article 4(2) of
the Order.

The Deputy Mayor considers that the application does not comply with the London Plan, for the
reasons set out in paragraph 48 of the above-mentioned report; but that the possible remedies set
out in paragraph 50 of this report could address these deficiencies.

Additionally, notwithstanding some contents within the report, the Deputy Mayor considered the
perspective images provided as inadequate to convince him that the proposal would preserve and

enhance the character of the conservation area and preserve the settings of nearby listed buildings,
notably the Arding and Hobbs building. Therefore, high quality and detailed Computer Generated
Images (CGls) and photomontages should be provided of the building to better illustrate how it
would sit within the townscape context. The Deputy Mayor also requests the submission of further
details on the proposed facing materials of the tower element so that he is convinced that they
would be of the highest quality. In this regard drawing EL/OS should be amended to show these
proposed materials in place. A detailed justification of the chosen materials is also required to
demonstrate how they will preserve and enhance the conservation area.

Direct telephone: 020 7983 6536 Fax: 020 7983 4706 Email: conor.mcdonagh(Qlondon.gov.uk



If your Council subsequently resolves to make a draft decision on the application, it must consult
the Mayor again under Article 5 of the Order and allow him fourteen days to decide whether to
allow the draft decision to proceed unchanged, or direct the Council under Article 6 to refuse the
application, or issue a direction under Article 7 that he is to act as the local planning authority for
the purpose of determining the application and any connected application. You should therefore

send me a copy of any representations made in respect of the application, and a copy of any
officer's report, together with a statement of the decision your authority proposes to make, and (if
it proposed to grant permission) a statement of any conditions the authority proposes to impose
and a draft of any planning obligation it proposes to enter into and details of any proposed
planning contribution.

Yoúrs sincerely

Cr~ rdi-
Giles Dolphin
Head of Planning Decisions

cc Richard Tracey, London Assembly Constituency Member

Jenny Jones, Chair of London Assembly Planning and Housing Committee
John Pierce and lan McNally, COL
Colin Lovell, TfL
Dean Williams, LDA
Nigel Husband, Husband & Carpenter Architects, 138 St. George Wharf, London SW8 2LE
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GREATE ITY

planning report PDU/2002/01

10 June 2009

WoburnHouse, Clapham Junction
in the London Borough of Wandsworth

planning application no. 2009/1291

Strategic planning application stage 1 referral (new powers)

Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended); Greater London Authority Acts 1999 and 2007;
Town & Country Planning (Mayor of London) Order 2008

The proposal

Demolition of existing buildings and construction of a 16-storey building (plus plant and
basement) proviqing a 1 32-bedroom hotel, with ancillary restaurant/bar and conference facilities;
and a separate shop or restaurant unit Jronting Falcon Road at ground floor leveL.

The applicant
The applicant is Oak Trading, and the agent is Husband ¡¡:md Carpenter Architects.

Strategic:issue.s

The land use principle to provide a hotel led development with ground floorretail/restaunmt
use on this site within Clapham Junction Town Centre is inaccordancewith strategic planning
policies.

The principle ofa tall building on this site is in accordance with strategic policies for tall
buildings and meets the requirements of the Wandsworth Core Strategy.

However, there are some strategic issues in relation to urban design,indusive design,dimate
change and transport thatwillneed to be resolved before this application can be considered to
fully comply with London Plan policy.

Recommendation

That Wanqsworth. Council be advised that the application does not .comply with the London Plan,
for the reasons set Qutin paragraph 48 of this report; but that the possible remedies set outin
paragraph 50 of this report could address theseqeficiencies.

Context

1 On 6 May 2009 the Mayor of London received documents from Wandsworth Council

notifying him of a planning application of potential strategic importance to develop the above site
for the above uses. Under the provisions of The Town & Country Planning (Mayor of London)
Order 2008 the Mayor has until 16 June 2009 to provide the Council with a statement setting out
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whether he considers that the application complies with the London Plan, and his reasons for
taking that view. The Mayor may also provide other comments. This report sets out information
for the Mayor's use in deciding what decision to make.

2 The application site is referable under Category 1 C of the Schedule to the Order 2008:
"Developmentwhichcornprisesorincludesthe erection ofa building...more than 30 metres high
and outside the City of London."

3 Once Wandsworth Council has resolved to determine the application, it is required to refer
it backto the Mayor for his decisionasto whether to direct refusal; take it over for his own
determination; or allow the Council to determine it itself.

4 The Mayor of London's statement On this case will be made available on the GLA website
www.london.gov.uk.

Site description

5 The rectangular shaped application site occupies an area of approximately 500 sq.m.and is
bound by Falcon Lane to the north, Falcon Road to the west and Mossbury Road to the south. It
is occupied by a S-storeyvacantofficebuilding1constructed in the early 1 970s, which fronts
Falcon Road. An area of hardstanding, formerly used for car parking, separates the rear of this
building from the flank of a three-storey Victorian residential terrace fronting Mossbury Road.

6 The building occupying the site is located within Clapham Junction Conservation Area, but
the rear car park is excluded, and therearetwo nearby Grade H Listed Buildings:The Falcon public
house and the Arding and Hobbs building, both locateq to the south of the site at the junction of
Falcon Road, Lavender Hill, St. John's Hill and St. John's Road. The site is within Clapham Junction
town centre, which is identified as a 'Major' town centre in the London Plan. The area surrounding
the site consists of Clapham Junction Station land and railway to the west/northwest, a small retail
park with car parking to the north, residential terraces to the east and mixed town centre and
residential use to the south. The predominant building heights range from three to five storeys but
there are three 17-storey residential tower blocks north-west of the site across the railways tracks.

7 The site is approximately 500 metres from the A3220 Latchmere Road/Elspeth Road and
the A3 Battersea Rise andiswithin7QO metresoftheA320S York Road/Battersea Park,allof
which are part of the Transport for London Road Network (TLRN). The site has a public transport
accessibility level (PTAL) of 60n a scaleof1 to 6, where 6is most accessible. The site is within a
160-metre walk of Clapham Junction mainline rail station, providing LondonOverground, suburban
and national rail services. Seventeen bus services operate within 200 m of the site, with the
nearest stops on Falcon Road within 50 metres.

Details of the proposal

8 . Itis proposed to demolish the existing building and redevelop the site in the form of a part
three I part sixteen storey building with basement leveL. The building would be occupied by a 132-
room hoteL, which will be accessed and serviced from Mossbury Road. The hotel's ground floor will
be occupied by ancillary restaurant, bar and kitchen facilities with all the rooms on the upper
floors. The basement will accommodate the plant and a hotel conference room. A small
commercial unit, independent from the hotel use, will also be provided at ground floor level with
its principal street frontagetoFalcon Road.
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Case history

9 There is no relevant strategic case history on this site, but immediately west of the site the
strategic redevelopment of Clapham Junction station was recently proposed (ref: 1023) but has
now been withdrawn. This proposed comprehensive redevelopment included two new station
buildings and station improvements, 20,557 sq.m. ofretail, commercial and community floorspace,
556 residential units within two 39-stroey towers and associated landscaping, access and parking.

Strategic planning issuesancl relevant policies and guidance

10 The relevant issues and corresponding policies are as follows:

e Land use principle
e Urban design

C' Inclusive design

London Plan; the Mayor's Hotel Demand Study 2006
London Plan; PPS7
London Plan; PPS 7; Accessible London: ochievinganinc/usive
environment SPC; Wheelchair Accessible Housing BPC; Planning
andAccess for Disabled People: a good practice guide (0 DPM)
London Plan; PPS7, PPS Planning and Climate Change
Supplement to PPS 7 ; PPS3; PPC13; PPS22;theMayor's Energy
Strategy; Sustainable Design and Construction.SPC
London Plan; the Mayor's Transport Strategy;PPG7 3;

C' Climate change

C' Transport

11 For the purposes of Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, the
development plan in force for thearea is the 2003 Wandsworth Unitary Development Plan and the
LondonPlan (Consolidated with Alterations since 2004).

12 The Wandsworth Core Strategy Submission Stage, which was sLibmitted to the Secretary of
Statein March 2009, isalsoa relevant material consideration.

land use principle

13 The application proposes Cl 671 sq.m. loss of office floor space on site. LondonPlanpolicy
only seeks to protect existing employment floor space within Strategic Illdustrial Locations;
therefore the loss On this site outside such a location is acceptable.

14 London Plan town centre policies 2A.8, 3D.1 and 3D.2all support the principle of a hotel
led development with a ground floor retail or restaurant use within Clapham Junction Major Centre.
These policies "encourage retail, leisure and other related uses in town centres". A hotel use is
closely related to leisure uses and this is recognised within strategicpolicy 3D.7, which states that
borough councils should ''identify capacity for new visitor facilities in town centres... with good
public transport access to central London". This site, within a major town centre, has the highest

level of public transport accessibility. Furthermore, Clapham Junction constitutes a majortransport
hub and will be improved further once the proposed East London Line extension is completed.

15 A hotel development on this site is therefore supported and will aid the Mayor's Tourism
Vision to achieve 40,000 net additional hotel bedrooms by 2026; 2,000 rooms alone are expected
within the London Borough of Wandsworth. Moreover, as there are very few hotel developments
presently in or around Clapham Junction, the proposal should strengthen the wider role of this
important town centre.
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Urban design

16 Good design iscentralto allobjectives of the London Plan and is specifically promoted by

the policiescontainecl within Chapter 48 which .address botiigeneraldesign principles and specific
design. issues. London Plan Policy 48.1 sets out a series of over a rching design principles for
developmentin London and states that the Mayorwill seekto ensure that new developments
maximise. site potential,enhancepublicrealm, provide a mix of \.ses, are accessible, legible,
sustainable, safe, inspire, excite and delight in respect of London's natural and built heritage. In
addition to Chapter 4B,London Plan policies relating to density (3A.3), and sustainabledesign and

construction (4A.3) are also relevant. Other design pal ices in this chapter and elsewhere in the
London Plan include specific design requirements relatingto maximising the. potential of sites, the
quality of new housing provision, tall and large-scale buildings, built heritage, views, and the Blue
Ribbon network.

Figure 1 : Proposed render views looking north and south along Falcon Road respectivel)/(Source
Ri cha rdColema nCitydesig ner)

17 The key strategicdesign issue for this development is the principle ofa tall building in this
location within a conservation area, which is predominantly characterised by bLJilding heights of
just three and four storeys. The site sits adjacent to Clapham Junction Station, which was recently

the subject of a planning application for two 39-storey (plus podium) towers. This application has
subsequently been withdrciwn.Had that application proceeded and been granted planning
permission then the scheme considered here would have been part of cin emerging cluster of tall
buildings. However, given thatthe proposal at the stcitionhas been withdrawn, this scheme needs
to be considered asa stand alone tall building.

18 In this context, it is significant that the site is also located within Clapham Junction town
centre and adjacent a strategic transport hub, as itis in these highly accessible and activity
intensive loccitions were tall buildings can be best supported in orderto maximise the potential of
sites. This has been appropriately recognised by Wandsworth's Core Strategy document, which has
a core policy 153 stating 'Toll buildings... may be appropriate in locations whiçh ore well served by
public transport, such os the town centres... or at other defined focal points of activity, providing
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they can justify themselves in terms of the benefits they bring for regeneration, townscape and
public realm'. This local policy is in accordance with London Plan policy 48.1, which supports tall
buildings in this location.

19 In addition to achieving more intensive developments in the Tight places, strategic policy
48.9 advocates that tall buildings should be promoted where they create attractive landmarks or
act asa catalyst for urban regeneration. To support this strategic policy, paragraph 4.1 00 of the
Core Strategy has identified Falcon Lane, where the site is located, as suffering 'fragmentation of
the urban fabric, on under utilisation of the development potential, and a degradation ofthe public
realm'. The strategy recognises that an urban regeneratioaopportunityexiststo realisethefull

development potential of the area by repairing the urban fabric and creating a quality shopping
street frontage with other uses above, and that the area may be suitable for taller buildings given
the proximity to Clapham Junction Station. In this regard core policy PL13 seeks to promote tall
buildings in this part of the town centre by stating 'Taller buildings could not onlyhelpdeliver
significant regeneration benefits. but alsogive a visual focus to the town centre'. The proposal for a
tall building on this highly accessible town centre site which could create a landmark building or
act asa catalyst for urban regeneration is compliant withthe Core Strategy and London Plan
policies, and is therefore supported in principle.

20 Notwithstanding the accepted principle for a tall building in this location, the building must
also be of the highest quality design in accordance with strategic policy 48.10. Given the site
sensitive location within a conservation and close proximity to residential properties on Mossbury
Road, the design has carefully evolved through numerous pre-application discussions with the
GLA. The result is a building of bespoke contemporary design incorporating high quality modern
materials.to be coloured in respect to the context of the conservation area. The contemporary
design and materials would create an attractive city element when viewed from all angles and
provide a key focus point within the town centre. The proposal will also significantly improve the
public realm by introducing a commercial frontage at ground level, which will benefit the vitality
and viability of the town centre. Importantly, the proposal also respects the nearby residential
properties on Mossbury Road, by incorporating a significant set back of the eastern16-storey
elevationfrom the residential terrace. Thesetback area will include a 3-storeyelement, which
adeq uatelyrespects theiproportions üfthe terrace. The. building will enhance this. part of the
conservation area and town centre, subject to sOnie a.lteration to the hotel entrance elevation
described the next paragraph.

21 It isnotclear whethertheground floor elevation will achieve a practical and legible street

level entrance to the hoteL. The elevation appears unwelcoming and unresolved. Further cross
sectionsand elevatIons should be provided for this part of the building to demonstrate how hotel
patrons/employees, refuse servicing,.and cyclists would comfortably enter and exit the building,
taking into account the gradient on MossburyRoad. There is aii opportunity to improve passive
surveillance of the servicing and cycle store entrances by introducing much more glazing to the
office. Furthermore, the entrance cycle store could be larger which would actively encourage
cyclists; presently the .entrance would appear constrained and awkward.. In terms of appearance,
the ground floor elevation does not relate appropriately to the first and second floors above, which
have an appropriate rhythm. This elevation should be revisited, as this is the primary entrance
facade of the building within the town centre, which shoLjld be attractive and welcoming as well

being sensitively designed to enhance the character and appearance of the conservation area.

22 The site is not locatedwithin the assessment area of any designated view and therefore a
qualitative visual assessment was not required as part of the application.
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Inclusive design

23 The floor plans and ,access statement should demon5itratethatthedesign of the hotel has
providecj wheelchair accessible hotel bedrooms.Given the shortage ofwheelcha,ir accessible, hotel
bedrooms in London consideration should begivento increasingthenumberoffully wheelchair
accessible bedroom5i above the minimum S% required under,the Building Regulations, which is
advocated jn London Plan policy 30.6. ,Anyfuture hotel operator should beassessedagainst the
National AccessibleSchemeas set out by Visit Britain:
'lww-.¥.is.itbxiJaio.,LD mle_o/iWJ::Qmmo_d_ationjnalLQn al: a cC essibiUty:_sc_beme. This shou Id be cl arified
and included in the access statement.

Climate change

24 TheLondon plan climate change policies as set out in chapter 4A collectively require
developments to make the fullestcontribution tothe mitigation of and adaptation to climate
change and to minimise carbon dioxide emissions.

Mitigation

25 London Plan policies 4A.3-11 focus on mitigation of climate change and requirea
reduction inadevelopmentscarbon dioxide emissions through the use of passive design, energy
efficiency anq renewable energYnieasures. The London Plan requires developments tomake the
fullestcontribution to tackliogclimate change by minimising carbon dioxideemissions, adopting
sustainable design and construction measures ,and prioritising decentralised energy, including
renewables.

Be lean

26 The applicant ha5isubmittedan energy assessment in accordance with London Planpolicy
4A.4 and the content of this report broadly follow5i the energy hierarchy as set out in policy 4A.l.
The baseHneemis5iions forthedevelopment have beenestirnated t.obe 24Gtonnescarbon dioxide

per annum, which has been calculated using building regulçition5i approved software ,and are
representative of a development that would just comply with current building regulations
requirements. The applicant has taken into account thecarbon emissions from non-regulated
energy usages, electrical equipment, which is in line with the requirements of the London Plan.

27 The applicanthas proposed a series of demand reduction and energy efficient design
measures to reduce carbon emis,sions beyond the baseline emissions such as, low energy lighting
and lighting controls, more stringent insulation and air tightness standards than those required by
current building regulations and mechanical and heat recovery ventilation systems. These measures
are wekonied but further technical information isrequired to demonstrate how the proposed
carbon savings are achieved, and to estimatewhether the demand for energy could be requced
further in,line with policy London Plan 4A.3.

Be clean

28 The Council has highlighted in its emerging LDF thatthere are a number of potential
development sites within the town centre. Therefore, in line with strategic policy 4A.5, there may
be an opportunity to develop a heat and cooling network that could potentially link town centre
sites as they come forward. In this regard, the energy proposals for the Woburn House
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development should be designed to connect to an external heat network. This is also necessary to
be in agreement with the requirements of Wandsworth's Core Strategy policy 152.

29 The submitted energy statement preferred option of installing electric panel heaters for
supplying the heating requirements of the hotel. This option is unacceptable as it prohibits the
entire hotel heating requirements from being supplied by an external heat network. Instead, the
applicant needs to develop a heating supply strategy served by plant installed in a single energy
centre that supplies all heating requirements of the hotel using a hot water circuit.

30 The energy statement concludes that the suitability of using combined heat and power
(CHP) plant is not suitable to supply the demands of the proposed development. The justification
for no (HP is not valid; moreover, many (HP installations do successfully operate in hotels of a
similar type to the proposed. The lack of (HP is contrary to strategic policy 4A.6.

37 The applicant stated that the end hotel operator is unlikely to provide active cooling
provision for the hotel bedrooms, but no modelling work or suitable technical analysis has been
provided to demonstrate that the hotel bedrooms will not require the use of cooling to prevent
overheating. The lack of a cooling strategy is contrary to strategic policy 4A.6.

Be green

32 In terms of renewable energy, the applicant proposes to include either ground source heat
pumps or biomass boilers. However, the renewable proposals will need to be revisited once the
suitability of using CHP has been reviewed. With the implementation of CHP, it is acknowledged
that there will be limited scope to achieve the 20% renewable target. However, the use of
photovoltaics to generate electricity is likely to offer a good technical solution to contribute to the
renewable target, if enough roof space exists. The renewable energy proposals are contrary to
strategic policy 4A.7.

Adaptation

33 London Plan policy 4A.9 outlines five principles for ensuring effective adaptation to
climate change in new developments. These are to minimise overheating and contribution to
heat island effects, minimise solar gain in summer, contributing to flood risk reductions,
including applying sustainable drainage principles, minimising water use and protecting and
enhancing green infrastructure. Policies 4A.1 0 ~ 4A.16 cover strategic issues relating to
overheating, living roofs and walls and water effciency. Further guidance is given in the Mayor's
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) 'Sustainable Design and Construction', which sets out
the Mayor's essential and preferred standards for sustainable design and construction.

34 The applicant has not provided a sustainability statement to demonstrate that the Mayor's
essential and preferred standards would be achieved, as set out in the sPG. Additionally, there is
no commitment that the hotel will achieve BREEAM bespoke pre-assessment rating of 'very good'
minimum. The BREEAM rating should be secured by condition, but the applicant is requested to
provide a sustainability statement before the application returns to the Mayor.

Transport

35 TfL accepts the trip generation and modal split and agrees that the development is unlikely
to generate a significant impact on the transport network in the area. The proposals are therefore
considered to be in line with London Plan policy 3C.2 'Matching development to transport
capacity'.
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36 With regard to parking, the development has been proposed to be car-free with the
exception of two on-street disabled car parking spaces; these spaces should be a minimum of 6.6
metres long to accommodate vehicles with rear lifts/hoists. TfL welcomes these proposals and
considers the car-parking element to be in line with London Plan policy 3C.23 'Parking strategy'.

37 No coach parking is proposed as part of this application, contrary to the coach facility
element of London Plan policy 3C.23 'Parking strategy'. A strategy for coach parking should be
developed as part of this application. TfL suggests that the proposed loading bay on Mossbury
Road could be a shared loading and coach bay, although swept paths would be required to show
that this is feasible.

38 Clarification is required regarding the number of cycle parking spaces proposed, along with
a commitment to providing the cycle parking, in order to determine whether the proposals comply
with London Plan policy 3C.22 'Improving conditions for cycling'. A minimum of eight cycle
parking spaces for hotel, retail and restaurant staff will be required under Tfls cycle parking
standards; these must be of a type that allows secure cycle parking practic:es.

39 TfL has concerns about the proposed delivery and servicing of the development, in that the
proposed loading facilities appear unfeasible due to the narrow width of Mossbury Road and could
result in damage to parked cars or require servicing vehicles to reverse onto Falcon Road. Swept
path diagrams for all possible servicing vehicles must be provided for the length of Mossbury Road,
including its junctions with Falcon Road and Lavender Hill, in order to determine whether the
servicing proposals comply with London Plan policy3C.2S 'Freight strategy'.

40 TfL will require the preparation of a delivery and servicing plan that should seek to minimise
the impact of servicing activity on the local road network, particularly the A20S Upper Richmond
Road, in order to comply with London Plan policy 3C.25. TfL requests the Council to condition the
delivery servicing plan as part of any planning permission for this scheme.

41 A construction logistics plan will also be required which should seek to minimise the impact
of construction traffic on the local highway network, particularly the nearby TLRN roads. This
should also take the likely cumulative construction movements of any other nearby developments
into consideration and investigate the use of the river to transport construction materials. The
construction management plan should be prepared and agreed with TfL and conditioned as part of
any planning permission forthis scheme.

42 An outline travel plan for the hotel element has been submitted with this application;
however, this should be a full travel plan, as the land use is kiiown. The submitted travel plan is
not considered acceptable and should be tailored to the site and the London context. Objectives
and targets must be included and more work is needed on management and funding arrangements,
marketing proposals, concrete proposals for measures, and monitoring arrangements. The travel
plan should ensure that appropriate directions to/from Clapham Junction station is offered for
guests requiring step-free access. The travel plan should beiTRACE and TRAVL compliant and
secured, enforced, monitored and reviewed as part of the Section 106 agreement. TfL can provide
additional information about the necessary travel plan improvements upon request.

Section 106 contributions

43 TfL London Buses qreproposing to undertake improvements to the bus priority measures
and facilities on Falcon.Road immediately outside the hotel as part of a larger scheme, which has
been cost estimated at around £545,000. The car-free nature of the development will increase
demand on the public transport network and the scheme will directly benefit the development.
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TfL therefore requests the developer to make a contribution of £60,000 towards the bus
accessibility improvements.

44 A contribution towards Wandsworth Council's proposed Clapham Junction Town Centre

Exemplar Scheme is also requested. TfL will welcome further discussion about the level of
contribution with the council and developer.

local planning authority's position

45 The view of the local planning authority is not known at the time of writing of this report.

legal considerations

46 Under the arrangements set out in Article 4 of the Town and Country Planning (Mayor of
London) Order 2008 the Mayor is required to provide the local planning authority with a statement
setting out whether he considers that the application complies with the London Plan, and his
reasons for taking that view. Unless notified otherwise by the Mayor, the Council mwst consult the
Mayor again under Article 5 of the Order if it subsequently resolves to,makea draft decision on the
application, in order that the Mayor may decide whether to allow the draft decision to proceed
unchanged, or direct the Council under Article.6 of the Order to refuse the application, or issue a
direction under Article 7 of the Order that he is to a(:t as the local planning authority for the
purpose of determining the application and any connected application. There is no obligation at
this present stage for the Mayor to indicate his intentions regarding a possible direction, and no
such decision should be inferred from the Mayor's statement and comments.

Financial considerations

47 There are no financial considerations at this stage.

Conclusion

48 LOndon Plan policies on hotel development, town centres, mixed-use development, urban
design, inclusive design, climate change mitigation and adaptation and transport are all relevant to
this application. The application complies with some of these policies but not with others, for the
following reasons:

.. Land use principle: The proposed mixed-use development to include retail/restaurant
uses at ground floor with hotel above within Clapham Junction Town Centre are acceptable
and in accordance with London Plan policies 2A.8, 30.1, 3D.2 and 3D.7

It Urban design: The proposal for a tall building on this highly accessible town centre site,
which could create a landmark building and act as a catalyst for urban regeneration, is
compliant with London Plan policies 4B.1, 4B.2, 4B.8, 4B.9, 4B.1 0 and 4B.13. However, the
hotel entrance ground floor elevation requires further design alterations.

It Indusive design: The application fails to include any wheelchair accessible bedrooms

contrary to London Plan policies 30.6 and 4B.S.

'" Climate change mitigation and adaptation: The climate change mitigation proposals

do not comply with the climate policies of the London Plan, particularly 4AJ, 4A.4, 4A.S,
4A.6 and 4A.7 for reasons set out paragraphs 25-31 above. No information has been
provided on climate change adaptation contrary to policies 4A.10 - 4A.16 and the Mayor's
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) 'Sustainable Design and Construction'.
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* Transport: TfL requires further information before this application could be supported. In
particular, the coach parking proposal and travel plan should be revised. Further
information about cycle parking is needed, along with swept paths for Mossbury Road and
the developer's commitment to developing servicing management and construction
logistics plans. Finally, a contribution of £60,000 is requested towards bus accessibility
improvements on Falcon Road and an additional contribution is requested towards the
Clapham Junction Town Centre Exemplar Scheme. The application is contrary London Plan
policies 3C.2, 3C.22, 3C.23 and 3C.2S.

49 On balance, the application does not comply with the London Plan.

50 The following changes might, however, remedy the above-mentioned deficiencies, and
could possibly lead to the application becoming compliant with the London Plan:

. Urban design: Further cross sections and elevations should be provided of the hotel
entrance ground floor elevation to demonstrate how hotel patrons/employees, refuse
servicing, and cyclists would comfortably enter and exit the building, taking into account
the gradient 011 Mossbury Road. The design of the ground floor elevation should be
revisited to relate better to the first and second floor elevations above.

. Inclus.ive design: The application should include at least seven (5%) fully wheelchair
accessible bedrooms which should be clearly shown on the floor plans and referenced to in
the access statement. A typical floor plan layout of an accessible room should also be
provided.

e Climate change mitigation and adaptation: The applicant is requested to submit an
amended energy statement with reference to the detailed information required, and a
sustainability statement should also be submitted referencing the Mayor's essential and
preferred standards as set out in the 'Sustainable Design and Construction' sPG.

e Transport: The coach parking proposal and travel plan should be revised. Further
information about cycle parking .is needed, along with swept paths for Mossbury Road and
the developer's commitmentto developing servicing management and construction
logistics plans. Finally, a contribution of £60,000 is requested towards bus accessibility
improvements on Falcon Road and an additional contribution is requested towards the
Clapham Junction Town Centre Exemplar Scheme.

for further information, contact Planning Decisions Unit:

Giles Dolphin, Head of Planning Decisions
02079834271 email giles.dotphin(flondon.gov.uk
Justin Can, Strategic Planning Manager (Development Decisions)
02079834895 email justin.carr(flondon.gov.uk
Conor McDonagh, Case Officer
02079836536email conor.mcdonagh(flondon.gov.uk
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